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Spotlight two: Kent Eastwood, list owner
By David Neeley

No, it's not Wilford Brimleyyou can tell by his
beloved Bobcat it's our fearless leader, Kent
Eastwood!
The second in our series of Spotlights featuring people of the off grid and homesteading community
is Kent Eastwood, the owner of the offgridlivingandhomesteading discussion list. Kent kindly
consented to giving us his background, including why he formed the list to begin with.
1. What made you interested in offgrid and homestead living in the beginning? Did you
grow up in such a lifestyle, or did you seek it deliberately?

Kent: I spent my early years in Southern California. I attended Pierce Junior College and migrated
North to attend Chico State. I'll never forget passing through Sacramento and shortly after having a
flock of geese pass overhead. This was a sorta "God's country" message to me at the time. I knew from
that time on I would never be happy living in a heavily populated area again. At the completion of my
Teachers Credential, my wife and I settled in Ripon, Ca. We raised two daughters in Ripon, a small
almond harvesting community. After 32 years, I retired from teaching (1999), but nine years prior to
that we bought our current offgrid place. At the time of purchase we had mainly the "weekend get
away" thing in mind. The more time I spent developing and improving the place, the more we got to
thinking that we would give it a chance to be our retirement place.. We did this retirement thing
knowing we might only last one year, three years, five, ten.....it has now been ten years and as long as I
can still run the weedeater and do the lighter physical things, we continue to look forward to the next
year....always taking things one year at a time.
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2. When did you get your place, and (roughly) where is it located?

Kent: We purchased in 1990 and that's a story within itself. I'll tell it here, even though it may be of no
interest to many. I'll use figures that aren't exact, but relatively in line. When we found the place, the
seller wanted $77,500. I countered with $70,000, including a tractor, large welder, and compressor. I
told the Realtor I wanted no counter offer back, but five days later I did get a counter of $72, 000
which did not include the extras. I got a little upset at the Realtor, expressing that I wasn't interested in
playing the “counter game.” She explained that this was common practice, but again I made the point
of not wanting to play that game...but to go along with tradition and make my point, I said “O.K  If
it's a counter that is expected I'll counter.” My counter was $62,000seller to carry the loan at the
lowest interest rate showing at the local title insurance company  15 year loan, with three days to
accept or count me entirely out. At 4:30 p.m. on the third day the seller accepted the offer! It was the
Realtor's first complete transaction and her boss had never (in 15 yrs.) heard of such a “reverse
counter” … so the Realtor got in on a unique sale. By the way … she never sold another piece of
property, as she gave up on being a Realtor shortly after this closing.
So, for those of you who may be in doubt of what can happen when purchasing that property you have
your eye on...don't give up!
To complete the question: Our property is located approximately 20 miles from the north entrance to
Yosemite National Park. Or, 4 miles from Groveland, Ca. Our place is in the foothills of California on
a modest five acres, not fancy by any measure. We have a 40 acre mining claim that forms a horseshoe
shape around the five acres, and beyond the mining claim are several hundreds of acres controlled by
the Bureau of Land Management. Our nearest neighbor is approximately one mile away. The elevation
is 2,600 feet, located just north/west of Yosemite Valley. The house is a 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
approximately 1300 square foot home. We have been working on this and that for some nineteen years,
adding a bath, 400 sq. ft. of bedroom area, and a major upgrade to the kitchen. We have managed to do
all the work ourselves; only occasionally have we used a hired hand.
It can get very hot here during the Summer months. We can get runs of 3 to 6 days of 100+ degree
(humidity 25%) weather. However, we are out of the smog in the San Joaquin Valley and I'd say that
ten months out of the year are mild and the elevation is just right. Go up another 200 feet and you get
much more snow, etc. We only get 23 inches of snow per year and it only stays on the ground for one
day at the most.
Rattlesnakes, bears, coyotes, mountain lions, skunks, and raccoons are all part of the picture.
3. How large is your familyand is everyone as enthusiastic about your chosen lifestyle
as you are?

Kent: My wife and I live here with five dogs...two very small chiwawa's (lol); two Aussies, and one
Lab. Our two daughters were raised in Ripon and settled in the Modesto, Ca. area. We have a total of
five grandchildren. Our daughters and their families live approximately one hour driving time from
us...just enough to be considered “too far” when a baby sitter is needed, and “not too far” when it
comes to having grand kids spend some quality time. Neither daughter has much interest in living off
grid (or anything to do with the outofdoors!)...they both are very involved with working.
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4. Please describe the solutions you have come up with in terms of energy and other
utilities, Internet connectivity, etc.

Kent: We are totally offgrid, the exception being the telephone. Our two main areas of concentration
are: 1.) Producing enough energy; and, 2.) Water.
We just recently added a few solar panels, but have yet to completely hook up and have functional. So,
we use the generator maybe more than we would like. Our original solar panels are from the “Arco
Quad Lams” that went on market maybe twenty years ago. They come from the Arco Solar Testing
Project (Mojave Desert) and were in used condition when they hit the market twenty years ago. The
newer installed panels are 45 years old, and will go active in maybe a month. I'm just behind on so
many projects and they will have to wait in line.
Water is a biggie here. I spend (at peak use) maybe one hour per day transferring water from a spring,
underground cistern, seasonal pond, and well to central locations key to watering our thornless
blackberries (small Mom&Pop sales of plants/fruit) and veggie garden. We use, again at peak months,
approximately 400450 gals./day of water. The spring, cistern, pond, and well water all require unique
methods of collection or movement. The spring is basically surface collection and is gravity drained to
a water tote and then moved over a dam to a holding tank. The cistern is of cinder block construction
(3X4X6 ft.deep) and holds about 700 gals...this water is pumped entirely uphill to another holding
tank. During late spring and early summer I pump directly from the pond into holding tanks, or
directly onto the Blackberries. The well water is retrieved by a submersible...this is probably our
weakest supply as our recovery rate is about one gallon per minute. At one gallon per minute I
basically pump for maybe 30 mins. max, which takes care of the water stored in the well pipe @ 160 ft.
deep. For years I pumped water from the well with the windmill, but I'm getting too old to service the
windmill itself and switched to the submersible. Actually, the windmill was a better choice given the
slow recovery rate. Except for the greasing and part maintenance, the windmill was steady and pretty
much trouble free. It raised one cup of water per revolution of blades, and in a 24 hr. period of time
that was about right to keep up with house needs. We generally get a nice thermal breeze starting at
about 2 p.m., lasting until midnight.
We are on dialup Internet. Very slow! I would go to Hughes Satellite, but a local service provider is
within months of installing a Broadband tower(s) within our reach. Questionable as to whether we will
receive the signal here...a wait and see game at this point.
5. How do you support your life off grid? Do you work outside the home?

Kent: Retired with moderate income. Have little income from Mom&Pop Thornless Blackberry
business.
6. What mistakes have you made that turned out to be worthwhile learning experiences?
What would you do the same if you were starting over?

Kent: Mistakes you ask ? I've had many, many mistakes over the years. I tend to “bulletproof”
everything I build or construct, so that has generally served me well here. I experiment and play with
ideas, then when I'm semiconvinced I have something worth going after I work on “bulletproofing”
whatever needs construction.
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How'd you like some of these berries
over some homemade ice cream about
now?
My prime example of a “mistake” and “recovery” story would be the conversion to barrel planting. For
the first several years I wasted my time trying to convert my pond into a allyear catfish pond. It
worked for about five years, then a fire hit the surrounding hillsides and my 20' deep pond became a 6'
deep pond (ash runoff in Fall). This, of course, wiped out my entire catfish population in days. At the
same time I was going with the catfish plan, I had been collecting 55&30 gallon plastic barrels (with
water storage in mind) to the point where I had maybe 150 of them. Also, I had been playing with
growing this and that in the native decomposed granite ground. The ground was hard to water (no
retention properties), difficult to compost, and root unfriendly...not to mention the gopher population. I
reached that point where I had the terrible experiment with the catfish, 100+ barrels with no
foreseeable use in mind, and zero success with growing anything in the ground. Then one night it hit
me...Use the pond for water and planting mix (purposely let the pond go dry at Summer's end and
scrape the pond bottom for mix); use the barrels as a raised planting bed; and expand a recently
discovered thornless blackberry plant that grew in my lathe house; and develop my spring and cistern
to keep up with increased planting of thornless blackberries. The first year I cut 12 barrels and started
in on developing the water sources. I had 4 mother plants to start with. The following Summer I had 12
healthy plants, enough water, and a bigger dream of expansion. My goal was to expand 15% minimum
each year. After some 200+ barrels in thornless blackberries, a medium size (for two) garden in
barrels, and many, many ornamental plants in barrels, I've gotten to the point where each following
year brings a surplus of crop. When I get a visitor that wants to see the total picture, I bring them to the
top of the dam and point to the hundreds of acres that surrounds us (located in a selfcontained
canyon) and attempt to have them visualize the flow from fallen oak leaves>pond>water>planting
mix>barrels>thornless blackberries/garden. It's right there to see!!!
Before leaving this question, here's one of my favorite “if I had to do again” tips:
I've mentioned that I tend to build with “bulletproofing” in mind, and I want to be directly involved
with any project (whatever it is). At first I took on things totally by myself, but then I discovered that I
could accomplish so much more (and yet keep the cost down) if I found a local minimum wage worker
who is capable of doing the real “grunt work.”
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I've had super luck in finding such hands. I have three things that go with the bargain:
1.) I pay minimum wage, but supply a great lunch and give at least one break that includes
refreshments (iced tea, sports drink, etc.).
2.) I request their input continuously, going with the “two heads are better than one.”
3.) A “work day” consists of 45 hours...no more!!!
4.) I'll supply to/from transportation if at a reasonable distance.
5.) I'll give an “end of day” bonus on certain jobs, or if the worker is needy of something I can
purchase (tool, clothing,etc.)
Each of above has its specific advantage to me! With today's economy there are folks out there that are
super grateful to work with someone who is reasonable to be around (I hope I fill that need!), treats
them well, and is fair.
I also use “Craigslist” to shop for equipment, materials, etc.
7. What are your current projects?

Kent: My current projects are a continum of the overall scheme outlined above... Continue to expand
thornless blackberries/garden/water supply. Within the past six months I've added a 1,300 foot fence
line (95% complete and “bulletproof” lol); a 2,500 Gallon water holding tank (just completed
installation and filling last week!). Also, my “boytoy” thing is playing with collectible vehicles. I have
about seven vehicles I play with, given my mood and ambition. Hey, some people read...some knit...I
like playing around with older vehicles. My favorite one at present is my 1932 Austin Bantam that
looks very much like a 1927 TBucket. I drive it around on weekends, etc.
8. What are you aiming for over the next five to ten years?

Kent: I'll never reach my full dream I have in mind for this place....that dream is ongoing and changes
somewhat depending on finances, mood, health, etc. I suppose I'll do the typical passon, and leave my
wife with a total nightmare. My realistic aim should be to scale down and make life easier, but that
never seems to take place.
9. What advice would you give the many who want to begin a life off grid and/or on a
homestead of their own?

Kent: Just do it. Make the commitment and do it. For all the hardships, discouragements, and set backs
you have to find the advantages/offsets to being off grid and hopefully remote and independent. If you
can't find the advantages in living off grid/remote/independent...sell and go back to where you came.
You only have to keep, what I call a "golden rule” in mind: “There is nothing wrong with change, as
long as you can get back to where you came.” That thinking and attitude should be part of your
preparation and move.
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10. Can you think of anything we have missed that you would like to include in this
interview?

Kent: The one major piece of equipment I have found to be a “must have” for my situation and to be
considered by others, as it saves time and money in the long run...a “Bobcat.” I love operating my
Bobcat, it's like reading or working on my hobby. It can accomplish so much! Unbelievable piece of
equipment !!!! And no, I'm not a Bobcat salesperson.
Another story (also true). It involves the fence I mentioned having built above. Just over a year ago I
took on four goats. They came from two different families and did not mix very well (always fighting).
On hindsight they no doubt clashed because I was keeping them in a 16'X16' chainlink enclosure
when I could not monitor their roaming/grazing. I had to depart with two of them to avoid the fighting
they went through. About two months into keeping the two I kept, I was awakened at two a.m. by a
terrible commotion. I shined my flashlight over to the 16X16 pen and there stood a bear. I ran over
there yelling at the bear with flashlight in hand (my weapon!). Bear flew out of there and upon a
skimpy investigation I saw no damage to either goat or pen. Next morning I got up and right outside
the bedroom window were the goats...they had gotten out of chainlink pen..IMPOSSIBLE. Impossible
except for the fact that the bear(s) had peeled the chainlink fencing from one top corner to its diagonal
opposite corner. So, in reconstructing what happened, I realized the bear(s) had come within inches of
having a goat or two. The terror I put those goats through that night had me finding a new home for
them the next day and set my mind to rebuilding a total fence line. 1,400 feet of fence line that is
“bullet proof.” I will only bring back goats if and when I have electric line to back up my new fence
line.
I told that story mainly to emphasis how one event can move plans from cutting barrels (for example)
to a commitment of building a complete fence line...and all within a two day span. So, having a
“honeydo” list might look good, but living remotely calls for a “no priority list.”
And, for extra credit:
11. How did you come to establish the mail list?

Kent: In 1997, I had just purchased my first computer that was truly Internet compatible. I could not
wait to go online and find tips for improving our offgrid retreat. To my disappointment I couldn't find
any offgrid help. I went to my one daughter (she was ahead of me when it came to surfing the net)
and she could not find anything either...but her response to my frustration was “start your own
website!” I did start a website with an “informational offgrid” emphasis. Eventually, I decided to shift
the work required to maintain the website over to some features I liked within Yahoo Groups. I think,
without looking at the group stats, this group was started in 2001. It had a very small following for a
few years, then it started to grow to where it is now. My philosophy, as owner, has always been to be
lowkey and stay out of “directing the topics” role as much as possible. I think the most active I've
been is lately, and that can be attributed to the “Entitlement Mentality” I abhor.
In closing: There has been a definite "metamorphosis" in the time we've owned our place. First, folks
tended to turn their noses up when we even mentioned the word “offgrid.” They commonly came
back with “Do you have an outhouse?” Or, “I could never stand not having electricity.” I could not
convince them that producing your own power was the same as having P.G.&E. Then, along came the
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energy crisis in California, when P..G.&E. bills went through the roof! It was as if I had found gold
and every one wanted part of it, they now proclaimed: “You live offgrid?...I would love to do
that...How neat...Tell me more...”

